THIS IS A REVOLUTION
THE REVOLUTION IS HERE

Those with a passion for the water understand there’s no place as invigorating as the open sea. It’s this passion that drives Ocean Alexander to constantly push the boundaries of our designs and elevate our yachts to an unparalleled level of elegance, safety and style.

Now, for the very first time, the best in engineering, craftsmanship and design is seamlessly merged together in a vessel that will define the future of luxury yachts for years to come.

Crafted by world-renowned designer Evan K. Marshall and perfected by our team of expert engineers, the 90R is the revolutionary embodiment of the best in style and performance. We have not only dramatically innovated what a yacht can be, we’ve created an indisputable new standard in the world of luxury yachts.

We don’t believe in taking shortcuts when creating a masterpiece. This is evident in every aspect of the 90R. The vertical bow expands living space without compromising the incomparable performance and efficiency we’re known for. The striking facade evokes a sense of awe upon each glance. And the artistry behind every detail surpasses that of the most alluring yachts the world over.

The 90R isn’t just a radical departure from where Ocean Alexander has been — it’s the breathtaking precursor of where we are going.
The superior level of craftsmanship and attention to detail that set Ocean Alexander apart is abundantly clear from the moment you step onboard. The sturdy elliptical rails on the perimeter of the boat allow for a safer, more effective grip, and side-boarding gate access makes docking and boarding a breeze. An aft wet bar unveils storage space underneath, and it includes a refrigerator complete with an ice maker. The ample seating and table space along with a drop-down television designate this area as an excellent alfresco dining lounge and a perfect spot to unwind.
The salon is open, relaxed and perfectly finished with light oak. A high-gloss ebony and walnut molding elevates this space. A large flat-screen TV folds down from the ceiling, and an abundance of storage options are effectively hidden behind exotic-wood panels. The forward wet bar island is a welcome accommodation designed with enough storage to dramatically expand your guests’ cocktail options.

You arrive at your salon through a whisper-quiet automated door that slides open with the touch of a button. Once inside, the perspective flows all the way through to the galley. Gleaming, floor-to-ceiling windows surround you with cinematic views of sunrises, sunsets and every other majestic moment in between.
The 90R’s entertainment potential is remarkable. A magnificently hand-crafted dining table provides more than enough space for a large feast or cocktail buffet. The custom-made cabinetry that surrounds the dining area includes a base piece designed with sea locks to protect china, crystal and silver in rough waters. The wet bar island has a wine fridge built into the sleek cabinetry and includes an ice maker as well as a tastefully concealed sink.
With exceptional ergonomics and intelligent use of space, this galley is fully prepared to rise to any challenge. We believe in outfitting our galleys with the finest equipment, and the appliances here rival those of the most luxurious homes. Our designers use space like no one else, making room for full-size refrigerators, induction cooktops and microwave/convection ovens while ensuring there’s still plenty of room for storage and maneuvering. Sea locks on the fridge and cabinetry provide extra peace of mind in rough waters, and the casual dining settee and table capitalize on big views.

If you’re entertaining in the dining area or salon, sliding pocket doors can hide the galley in seconds — but this galley is certainly not one to hide.
The master suite is rich with custom cabinetry, and twin nightstands along with under-bed drawers offer a wealth of storage. The king-size berth is an inviting sanctuary of comfort, with a deeply luxurious mattress and upholstered headboard. The cedar-lined his-and-her walk-in closets are large enough to accommodate full wardrobes, and their generous lighting makes it easy to organize what’s inside.

Large windows allow the light to pour in during the day yet provide privacy at any moment with motorized shades that whisper into place at the touch of a button. Tucked away by the windows are two settees and a table, perfect for enjoying morning coffee or a nightcap while taking in the phenomenal view.
Attached to the master stateroom is an enormous his-and-her private bath suite that glows with our custom-tuned LED lighting. Backlit mirrors, the finest fixtures and a glass-enclosed stone-clad shower complete with a stainless-steel wand and overhead rain shower make this private spot truly luxurious and spa-like.
VIP STATEROOM

The 95R proves its devotion to your guests with a palatial VIP stateroom thanks to the revolutionary vertical bow and intelligent design. The forward VIP stateroom has a king-size berth, an en-suite head, shower and an abundance of tastefully concealed storage, including under-bed drawers and custom-fitted cabinetry. Its full-size, cedar-lined hanging locker is quite spacious. A flat-screen TV completes the room and keeps guests entertained.
TWIN STATEROOMS

Our mirrored twin staterooms are fitted with hallmark Ocean Alexander exotic-wood cabinetry and opulent stone in their private heads. Fabrics and finishes rival the master suite for world-class luxury.

A prime example of our intelligent use of space exists in these twin staterooms. The two twin berths can be merged together to effectively create one large berth, concealing one of the two nightstands and providing you and your guests with more options on your next getaway.
Just below the aft main deck is an intimate, glass-enclosed lounge made for after-dinner conversation, early-morning coffee or late-night stargazing. With its own bar, fridge and beautiful views, it’s a private oasis tucked away from the action. When you’re ready to leave your quiet respite, a staircase leads you up to the aft main deck and main salon.
The 90R’s helm gives your captain a high 180-degree view of seas and conditions. Standard on an Ocean Alexander helm is the finest helm chair, made by Stidd®. Although lavished with our signature exotic woods, soft leathers and gleaming soles, this bridge is completely focused on functionality for your captain.

A full navigation package complements the breathtaking view. World-renowned designer Evan K. Marshall has reimagined the console and display pod for more ergonomic ease, enhancing the piloting experience.
The forward main deck holds a roomy sun pad and large settee, making it the ideal spot for luxurious sunbathing and pure, restful relaxation. Here, there's more than enough room to soak up the sun and take in the magnificent view.
Outside of the enclosed bridge is an airy deck that may be one of the most entertaining areas on the boat. You can easily spend hours soaking in the optional eight-person Jacuzzi tub, relaxing on one of the two large settees, or sitting back and enjoying the extraordinary view around you.

With a fully outfitted wet bar and custom-made electric grill finished with highly polished 316 stainless steel, this deck is uniquely primed to be both an exceptional entertainment spot and relaxing open-air retreat.
The best seats aboard the 90R may be on the enclosed bridge, where cocktails and spectacular views are on order at all times. Spanning the full beam, this space is large enough to host a gathering, and enormous windows on all four sides present captivating views that will mesmerize everyone onboard. A sizeable television folds down from the ceiling, and a full-size, sit-down bar to starboard is there to keep you and your guests happy.
The crew quarters consist of two crew staterooms and a spacious head and shower. Octoplex panels and an N2KView®-linked iPad connected to systems diagnostics, alerts and settings allow the captain and crew to monitor the boat with consistency.

Other crew extras include a ventilated, drained wet locker; a stainless-steel workbench with a vice; and a Snap-on® tool chest. A small galley with seating completes this space.
90R DECK LAYOUTS

- Enclosed Bridge Deck - Optional
- Open Bridge Deck - Standard
- Main Deck
- Lower Deck
- Five-Owner Lower Deck - Optional
- Dual-Master Lower Deck - Optional
### 90R Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Max. Length</strong></th>
<th><strong>Waterline Length</strong></th>
<th><strong>Max. Beam</strong></th>
<th><strong>Displacement</strong></th>
<th><strong>Fuel Capacity</strong></th>
<th><strong>Water Capacity</strong></th>
<th><strong>Holding Tank Capacity</strong></th>
<th><strong>Standard Generator</strong></th>
<th><strong>Standard Power</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90' 2&quot; (27.48 M)</td>
<td>76' 5&quot; (23.29 M)</td>
<td>22' 5&quot; (6.83 M)</td>
<td>206,800 lbs. (93,800 KG)</td>
<td>3,000 gal. (11,356 L)</td>
<td>450 gal. (1,704 L)</td>
<td>200 gal. (757 L)</td>
<td>Twin Kohler® 55kW</td>
<td>Twin MTU® 12V2000 1920HP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE REVOLUTION AWAITS